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Abstract: Purpose: In the present work, different combinations of fits and accuracies, in relation to
the profiles of mating parts, have been analysed in order to assess the degree of the engagement of
transmissions that contain intermediate rolling elements. The aim of this work is to determine which
fits have decreased accuracy, but nevertheless provide a minimum manufacturing clearance for the
transmission engagement in order to reduce the cost of parts production. Methods and materials:
Considering the normal probabilistic distribution law in relation to the obtained dimensions of the
manufacturing equipment, a combination of fits were selected using the incomplete interchangeability
method, taking into account the peculiarities of the cycloid engagement in transmissions with inter-
mediate rolling elements (IRE). Results: Having studied various combinations of fits of parts that are
engaged in transmissions with intermediate rolling elements and a free cage (IREFC), a combination
of fits for a “ring, rolling-element cam” were determined, in which a technological clearance of 3 µm
is formed in the engagement. At the same time, cycloid disk profiles are manufactured according
to the 9th tolerance grade, which reduces the laboriousness and cost of the production. Discussion.
When reducing the manufacturing accuracy of cycloid disks, it is possible to obtain both very ample
clearances and significant negative allowances. For example, having manufactured a ring with the
H9 fit, rolling elements with h6 and a cam with js9, the maximum manufacturing clearance can reach
0.086 mm, while the clearance limits vary from 0.025 mm to 0.061 mm. Additionally, if mating parts
are manufactured using a combination of K9-h6-js9 fits, a negative allowance varying from 0.014 mm
to 0.026 mm will emerge in the engagement. Both described cases are unacceptable because both
ample clearances and large negative allowances will negatively influence the working capacity of the
mechanism. However, it is possible to select a combination of fits using the 9th tolerance grade of the
basic parts, by which the parts will contact in the range from a small negative allowance of 1 µm to a
clearance of 3–4 µm. Furthermore, if this is considered, taking into account the machine settings, it is
possible to obtain parts according to the 9th accuracy tolerance grade and, at the same time, provide
a clearance in the engagement that is almost equal to zero. Moreover, such a combination of fits is
relevant for any transmission with IRE. This is a positive result because it reduces the laboriousness
when manufacturing parts and, at the same time, provides high accuracy of the mechanism. Conclu-
sions: It has been established that when lowering the accuracy of manufacturing transmission parts
with IRE, both clearances and negative allowances may occur in the engagement, depending on the
combination of fits. At the same time, it is possible to select such a combination of fits, by which the
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parts manufactured according to the 9th tolerance grade, will provide almost zero clearance of the
engagement of the transmission. In this way, it is possible to reduce the cost of manufacturing the
parts for gears with intermediate rolling elements and, at the same time, maintain a high accuracy of
the transmission mechanism.

Keywords: manufacturing accuracy; cycloidal transmission; kinematic parameters; tolerances;
deviations; technological gap

1. Introduction

When manufacturing mechanical transmissions, special attention is paid to the accu-
racy and quality of the surfaces of the parts directly engaged in the transmission of speed
and efforts. The accuracy of these parts must be high and the roughness of their contact
surfaces must be low [1–6]. In practice, in general engineering, these structural elements
are manufactured with the accuracy of contact surfaces according to the 7th tolerance grade,
which ranges in the interval from 0.025 to 0.057 mm (depending on their size). At the same
time, the roughness of the contact surfaces is brought to a level in the order of Ra 0.8–1.6 µm.
The shape of the cycloid profile of the tooth also influences the working capacity of the
mechanism in both longitudinal [7] and transverse [8,9] directions. The cycloid profile
modification allows errors to be compensated for in the geometry of the cycloid engage-
ment and the power characteristics to be enhanced [7,10]. In particular, authors [7] note
that, when correcting the cycloid profile, the contact voltage changes on average by several
tens of megapascals. These design requirements cause certain technological challenges
and increase the manufacturing time of such parts. At the same time, a decrease in the
accuracy of manufacturing parts leads to a quality deterioration of the mechanism and loss
of its accuracy characteristics due to emerging manufacturing clearances [11]. Therefore,
the study of the possibility for lowering the manufacturing accuracy of the contacting
surfaces of disks engaged in a cycloid transmission, while maintaining the accuracy of
the transmission itself, is a vital task. The solution to this will allow a decrease in the
manufacturing time of such parts and a reduction in the cost of the entire mechanism.

The accuracy of the transmission mechanism, among other things, is influenced by
such a characteristic as the clearance in the engagement (angular play) [8]. In [8], a method
for modifying the cycloid tooth profile is considered, taking into account the clearances in
the engagement, but the influence of the manufacturing accuracy of the cycloid profile has
not been analysed. The clearance in the engagement can be designed in, when designing
the transmission and it also definitely emerges when manufacturing the transmission links,
being directly in the engagement. The structurally laid clearance is calculated and can be
adjusted when assembling the transmission. Additionally, the manufacturing clearance,
that is emerging due to dimension deviations from the absolute value when manufacturing
parts, is difficult to take into account owing to the probabilistic obtainment of dimensions
during manufacture.

At the same time, there are transmissions, for which the clearance adjustment in
the engagement is not provided because the design does not allow it. Such transmis-
sions are cycloid pinwheel [8,9] transmissions with intermediate rolling elements (IRE),
in general [12–15], and transmissions with intermediate rolling elements and a free cage
(IREFC) [16], in particular (Figure 1). In IREFC transmissions, the loaded parts are cam
1, rolling elements 2 and ring 3 (Figure 1). The accuracy of the manufacturing of these
parts influences the engagement quality. There is also a separator 4 between the cycloidal
profiles of cam 1 and wheel 3. However, the manufacturing accuracy will not affect the
accuracy of the engagement of transmissions with IRE. This is explained by the fact that a
separator 4 is only used for the distribution of the rolling elements 2 on a mutual angular
placement and it keeps them from moving into the root of the cycloidal profile (for example,
the cam) when they are not under load. The standard technology for manufacturing the
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separator allows the obtainment of such a thickness of the part that it will not worsen
the engagement in any case. Cycloid pinwheel transmissions are designed so that the
clearance between the cycloid profiles and the pin is not regulated. The situation with
transmissions having IRE is even more complicated, where the rolling element is able to
move freely [2–4]. Moreover, in some transmissions this contacts simultaneously with two
cycloid profiles [12,13]. Transmissions with a cycloid wheel are widely used in the industry
in Russia (“SIMACO” Company, Tomsk, Russia), Europe [17,18] and abroad [19–21]. The
problems with improving the manufacturability of the cycloid disk profile are acute for
manufacturers. Therefore, the purpose of this work is to determine the influence of the
manufacturing accuracy of the contact surfaces of profile disks on the clearance size in the
engagement for transmissions with IREFC.
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Figure 1. Cross-section of a transmission with intermediate rolling elements and a free cage: H—
generator; 1—cam; 2—intermediate rolling elements; 3—ring; 4—cage; 5—bearing.

2. Materials and Methods

After measuring the root diameters of the cycloid profiles of wheels manufactured
by the OOO “Siberian Engineering Company”, it was found that the equipment allowed
the obtainment of cycloid profiles with a normal distribution of dimensions that were
approximately within the tolerance zone, as shown in Figure 2. The distribution of the
results of measuring the diameter of the disk roots (Figure 2) does not exactly conform to the
normal distribution law but can be approximately taken as such, owing to the insignificant
deviation of the presented distribution from the normal law. The cycloid profile with a root
diameter of Ø175 mm was measured (the accuracy was according to the 7th tolerance grade).
The diameter was measured using the contact method with a clock-type indicator. The data
on five pivot points were obtained in the root of the profile. Among these points, the point
with the largest modulus coordinate was found. The measurements were also performed in
the diametrically opposite root. The obtained diameter of the roots of the cycloidal profile
was determined by the difference in the obtained coordinates. The diagram shows that
the equipment processes the maximum number of parts according to the dimensions, the
accuracy of which shifts to the upper limit of the tolerance zone from its centre. In this way,
it is possible to determine the limits within the tolerance zone, to which more than 80%
of the dimensions fall. When determining the permissible manufacturing clearance, one
should focus on this range. Based on the measurement results (Figure 2), the following
limits can be accepted within the tolerance zone: from 0.262 mm to 0.288 mm. Overall, 65%
of the entire tolerance zone, that is 80% of the dimensions, obtained on the equipment are
distributed approximately within two thirds of the tolerance zone per dimension.
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Figure 2. Diagram of deviation distribution of the root diameter of the cycloid profile within the
tolerance zone, TD = 0.04 mm.

We considered the normal law of the probability distribution for the obtained dimen-
sions and the method of incomplete interchangeability when selecting fits for parts in the
cycloid engagement.

In considering the engagement of a transmission with intermediate rolling elements
and free cage (IREFC) (Figure 3), this consists of a wheel with an external cycloid profile—
cam 1, cylindrical rolling elements 2 and a wheel with an internal cycloid profile—ring
3 [16,22].
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Figure 3. Engagement of a transmission with IREFC and tolerance zones of dimensions of link
contacting surfaces: 1—cam; 2—intermediate rolling elements; 3—ring.

As previously noted, when manufacturing contacting profiles of transmission links,
the resulting dimensions are in the range of the tolerance zones (Figure 3). For cam 1 and
rolling elements 2, they are made smaller than the nominal dimension and for ring 3, they
are made larger than the nominal dimension. In fact, the dimensions of these three links
can be manufactured in any combination but there is the possibility of manufacturing parts
with dimensions using extreme tolerance values (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Diagram of the link position in the cycloid tooth system of a transmission with IREFC
when manufactured with the maximum possible clearance: 1—cam; 2—intermediate rolling elements;
3—ring.

Having considered the case presented in Figure 4, let us determine the maximum
possible manufacturing clearance in the engagement of a transmission with IREFC using
the following expression:

∆max =
TDv

2
− Tdrb − Tdk

2
, (1)

where TDv is the deviation tolerance of the diametric dimension of the ring profile;
Tdrb is the deviation tolerance of the diametric dimension of the rolling elements;
Tdk is the deviation tolerance of the diametric dimension of the cam profile.
Formula (1) describes the case where the contact surfaces of the ring are carried out

according to the upper deviation and the contact surfaces of the rolling elements and the
cam are carried out according to the lower one. However, the probability of such an event
is extremely small and it is more likely that all parts will be manufactured according to the
upper (∆lim

up ) tolerance value (Figure 5a) or according to the lower (∆lim
dn ) value (Figure 5b).
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In this case, the maximum manufacturing clearance in the engagement, using the
agreed notations of deviations [23], can be determined as follows:

To manufacture all contacting parts according to the upper deviation

∆lim
up =

ESv

2
− esrb − esk

2
; (2)
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To manufacture all contacting parts according to the lower deviation

∆lim
dn =

EIv

2
− eirb − eik

2
. (3)

The tolerance value is substituted into Formula (1) with a sign corresponding to
the area of its location relative to the zero line. For example, if a hole with a tolerance
by H is considered, then the tolerance in Formula (1) is substituted with the sign “+”
and for the shaft by the same tolerance grade, with the sign “−”. Formulas (1)–(3) can
be used to determine the clearance in the engagement of any cycloidal gearing with
IRE. These equations take into account the actual shape of the contacting surfaces of the
transmission links, i.e., the shape that is obtained after manufacturing these surfaces using
the manufacturing equipment. In Formulas (2) and (3), deviations are substituted with
their own signs. Expressions (1)–(3) are applicable for any fits; the exceptions are fits J and
Js because their deviations are located on both sides of the zero line. When using these fits,
the upper deviation for the hole and the lower deviation for the shaft should be substituted
in Formula (1).

3. Results

At the manufacturing site, the contacting profile surfaces of the ring and cam are cur-
rently manufactured using the 7th tolerance grade with a fit of H (h), and the intermediate
rolling elements with h6. For the engagement with a rolling element diameter of 12 mm and
the root diameters of the ring of 175 mm and the cam diameter of 151 m by the specified
fits and tolerance grades, the deviations will be as follows:

Ø175H7 − TD = 40 µm; Ø151h7 − TD = 40 µm; Ø12h6 − TD = 11 µm.

Having performed the calculation according to Formula (1), let us determine the
maximum manufacturing clearance for such engagement as being ∆max = 51 µm. According
to Formulas (2) and (3), the clearance limits for the engagement under consideration will
be equal to ∆lim

up = 20 µm and ∆lim
dn = 31 µm. In this way, the transmissions with IRE that

are currently manufactured at enterprises have a clearance in the engagement changing
from 0.02 to 0.05 mm. Therefore, investigating combinations of fits with coarser tolerance
grades lets us determine such combinations in which the manufacturing clearances will be
in a mentioned range or less. It should be noted that during manufacturing, the dimension
distribution within the tolerance zone is uneven.

Let us study the combination of fits on the contacting parts of transmissions with
intermediate rolling elements and free cage (IREFC) to determine the minimum clearance
limits in the selected accuracy range. When considering this further, for notational con-
venience of the engagement with a combination of fits and tolerance grades, let us make
the fit and the tolerance grade of the ring a priority. Then, those of the rolling elements
follow and finally, those of the cam. For example, for the case under consideration, let
us designate the engagement as H7-h6-h7. The analysis of Formulas (1)–(3) shows that
for a combination of H-h-h fits, when increasing the tolerance grade (substituting for a
coarser one), the manufacturing clearances in the engagement will only increase. Therefore,
it is worth considering other combinations of fits. It should also be noted that changing
the accuracy of the diameter of the rolling elements is not always justified. Currently,
the manufacture of cylindrical or spherical rolling elements with an accuracy of h6 has
been launched into mass production and such parts can be purchased for less than the
expenditures for manufacturing a small lot at one’s own manufacturing site, even with
less accuracy.

Further, in this way, let us use the h6 fit for the rolling elements and consider the
combinations of fits with coarser tolerances, only for profile cycloid disks.

Let us take into consideration several combinations of fits: H-h-k; K-h-h; Js-h-h; H-h-js;
K-h-js; Js-h-k. The deviation values will be used for the following diameters: outer profile
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disk—Ø127.8 mm; rolling elements—Ø18 mm; internal profile disk—Ø82.5 mm. For the
considered combinations of fits, the change in the tolerance grade, varying from the 7th to
the 9th for cycloid disk fits, has been studied (Table 1).

Table 1. Values of manufacturing clearances when changing the tolerance grade and combination
of fits.

Combination of Fits and
Tolerance Grades.

Maximum
Manufacturing

Clearance ∆max, mm

Upper Clearance
Limit ∆lim

up , mm
Lower Clearance
Limit ∆lim

dn , mm

H7-h6-k7 0.013 0.001 0.008

K7-h6-h7 0.008 −0.001 0.007

H8-h6-k8 0.015 0.003 0.008

K8-h6-h8 0.006 −0.001 0.005

H9-h6-k9 0.017 0.005 0.008

K9-h6-h9 0.004 −0.001 0.003

Js7-h6-h7 0.038 0.01 0.018

H7-h6-js7 0.041 0.01 0.031

Js8-h6-h8 0.053 0.015 0.022

H8-h6-js8 0.058 0.016 0.042

Js9-h6-h9 0.079 0.025 0.029

H9-h6-js9 0.086 0.025 0.061

K7-h6-js7 0.001 −0.011 −0.001

Js7-h6-k7 0.003 0.009 −0.001

K8-h6-js8 −0.005 −0.017 −0.006

Js8-h6-k8 −0.001 0.013 −0.006

K9-h6-js9 −0.014 −0.026 −0.015

Js9-h6-k9 −0.007 0.020 −0.015

The results, obtained using expressions (1)–(3), are conveniently presented in graphic
form (Figures 6–8).
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Js8-h6-k8 −0.001 0.013 −0.006 
K9-h6-js9 −0.014 −0.026 −0.015 
Js9-h6-k9 −0.007 0.020 −0.015 

The results, obtained using expressions (1)–(3), are conveniently presented in graphic 
form (Figures 6–8). 
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4. Discussion

The diagrams (Figure 6) demonstrate that when manufacturing the ring using the H9
fit and the cam using k9, the manufacturing clearance for transmissions with intermediate
rolling elements and free cage (IREFC) varies from 0.005 mm to 0.017 mm. This is less than
the clearance that emerges in the engagement when manufacturing profile disks, according
to the 7th tolerance grade, as is carried out at enterprises. Such fits can be assigned to
the cycloidal profiles of the disks if other options are not considered. Manufacturing
the cam profile with the js9 fit results in the obtainment of a manufacturing clearance
ranging from 0.025 mm to 0.086 mm. This exceeds the parameters currently provided at
the manufacturing site and is not acceptable.

In this case, it is important to bear in mind that the obtained clearance ranges represent
the field of a possible location of real profiles of cycloidal wheels and the rolling elements.
At the same time, the cycloidal surfaces of the disks and the cylindrical surface of the rolling
elements are not equidistant from their theoretical profile.
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When manufacturing the ring with the K9 fit and the cam with h9 (Figure 7), the man-
ufacturing clearance for transmissions with IREFC changes from −0.001 mm to 0.004 mm.
This is also less than the clearance currently obtained at enterprises when manufacturing
profile disks according to the 7th tolerance grade. However, the minimum value of the
clearance has turned out to have a “−” sign, that is a negative allowance may form in-
stead of a clearance in the engagement. However, for the combination of fits under study,
this is admissible since the negative allowance is 1 µm and can be eliminated during the
mechanism roll-on due to roughness crumpling. If the cam is manufactured with the js9 fit,
then instead of the clearance, it is possible to obtain only a negative allowance that can be
sufficiently large, varying from −0.014 mm to −0.026 mm, which is not acceptable.

Figure 8 shows that the manufacture of the ring with the Js fit does meet the purpose
of the research. First, in this case, a large negative allowance of up to 0.015 mm can arise.
Second, a very large clearance of up to 0.079 mm may appear.

In this way, to design and manufacture cycloid profile disks, it is possible to recom-
mend K9 fits for the ring, h9 for the cam and h6 for the rolling elements. In case of such a
combination of fits, the transmission accuracy increases since there is the possibility of the
emergence of an insignificant negative allowance. Such combination of fits decreases the
clearance in the engagement, even compared to the more precise manufacture of profile
disks. However, if the dimension distribution law within the tolerance zone is considered
when manufacturing these disks, then 90% of the parts will be produced without a negative
allowance and this will provide a more precise engagement of transmissions with IREFC.

The considered results are related to the accuracy of the manufacturing of the surfaces
of parts that contact and create the engagement of transmissions with intermediate rolling
elements (IRE). At the same time, the mutual bracing of these surfaces can be different. The
cycloidal surfaces of the disks must theoretically be parallel to the cylindrical surface of the
rolling elements. In fact, these surfaces may not be parallel to each other. The problem of
studying the mutual bracing of the surfaces of parts in the engagement of transmissions
with IRE seems to be an interesting task for further research.

5. Conclusions

It has been shown that in the case of different combinations of fits of the mating
parts in transmissions with intermediate rolling elements and free cage (IREFC), both a
clearance and a negative allowance can occur in the engagement. At the same time, when
manufacturing parts according to the 9th accuracy tolerance grade, clearances of up to
0.086 mm (H9-h6-js9) and negative allowances of up to 0.026 mm (K9-h6-js9) may occur in
the engagement. It is obvious that it is not expedient to assign the Js (js) fit to the cycloidal
profiles of parts. However, it is possible to select such a combination of fits according to
the 9th tolerance grade (K9-h6-h9), by which the clearance in the engagement changes
from −0.001 mm to 0.003 mm. Furthermore, taking into account the machine settings, this
clearance will vary from 0 mm to 0.003 mm. This fact will allow the provision of high
transmission accuracy, in the case of low accuracy of the manufacturing of the relevant
parts. This combination of fits should be used for any transmission with intermediate
rolling elements (IRE). Moreover, in general, for complex combinations of structural joints,
having three or more elements in simultaneous contact, it is possible to recommend the
designation of fits with K for mated holes and with h for mated shafts.

Further development of the presented scientific results will allow qualitative im-
provement in transmission design and significantly facilitate the process of technological
preparation for the production of gearing, which will subsequently allow the achievement
of high technical and economic indicators in general. Also, the study of the problem of
the mutual bracing of the surfaces of parts in the engagement of transmissions with IRE
is promising.
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